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The purpose 
 
To standardize and propagate worldwide the sport along with its traditional kung fu tenets 
and spirit. The International Kung fu Federation, hereinafter known in its abbreviated form as 
“IKF,” is an international not-for-profit and non-governmental organization. Founded in 2003, 
IKF is the sole governing authority of the national kung fu organizations in the world. IKF 
promotes and develops kung fu worldwide as a unique team with unique rules and seeks to 
join the Olympic Games. IKF observes the general and fundamental principles of the Olympic 
Charter and seeks to propagate the Olympic Movement through the sport of kung fu. In 
accordance with the Olympic Charter and IKF Rules, IKF maintains its independence and 
autonomy in the administration of the sport of kung fu in its member nations and continental 
federations. All member National Associations and international organizations shall be equal 
before IKF Rules, and shall be free from any form of prejudices on grounds of race, gender, 
politics, religion, or otherwise.IKF shall observe the Olympic Movement Anti-Doping Code 
(“OMADC”) as prescribed by the IOC and other anti-doping codes relevant in preserving the 
intrinsic value of the spirit of sport. IKF shall promote the Kung fu sport including related 
styles, at all levels, as a means to on tribute to the positive development of society. IKF shall 
consult with and integrate, if necessary, the best practices and models of the IOC and other 
International Federations (“IFs”) of the Olympic Movement, and other Organizations with 
regard to the administration of the sport of kung fu. The Rules and Regulations of IKF, 
hereinafter known as the “IKF Rules,” is the fundamental and universal document upon which 
the administration of the sport of kung fu is based. 

International Kung fu Federation 

International Kungfu Federation (IKF) is an international governing body of the national and 
international kungfu and taichi organizations in the world..The International Kung fu Federation 
(IKF) an International sports organization established on May 2003 at Beijing China to promote 
Traditional Kung fu As sports, the IKFF has held 7 World Kung fu Championship, and has also 
helped the around 180Kung fu federations under the IKFF) all around the world to hold their own 
championships (e.g. the European Championships are held by the European Kung fu Federation). 
Currently, the IKF has 78 member countries. The IKF has also been actively trying to get Kung Fu 
to be an Olympic Event in future. The purpose of organizing an international governing body for 
kungfu and taichi is to propagate worldwide traditional kung fu tenets and spirit.The IKF promotes 
the traditional kungfu and taichi worldwide as a unique team with unique rules and seeks to join the 
Olympic Games.The IKF seeks a unity, where all traditional kungfu and taichi styles are free from 
any form of prejudice. The goal of the International Kung Fu Federation is to protect the rights of the 



kungfu and taichi organizations, seek their coordination and create peace and friendship.The IKF 
welcomes all kungfu and taichi masters to unity and seeks their cooperation in the international 
events, world and continental competitions. The IKF promotes the principles of traditional kungfu, 
its philosophy, zen, development of techniques and ranking certification.The IKF observes the 
Olympic Movement Anti-Doping Code (“OMADC”) as prescribed by the IOC and other anti-doping 
codes relevant in preserving the intrinsic value of the spirit of sport.The IKF shall consult with and 
integrate, if necessary, the best practices and models of the IOC and other International Federations 
(“IFs”) of the Olympic Movement, and other Organizations with regard to the administration of the 
sport of kungfu. The Rules and Regulations of the IKF is the fundamental and universal document 
upon which the administration of the sport of kungfu is based.  

Kung Fu Federation of India is an official member of IKF since 2004 as well as Asian Kung Fu 
Federation. The Indian Kung fu Team is regularly participating  in world Kung fu Championship 
since 2004 and achieving Medals day by day. Apart from this KFI successfully hosted sixNational 
Kung fu Championship from 2006 -2011 and try to get recognition from Ministry of youth affairs &  
Sports Govt. of India for not only betterment of Kung fu players but also to recognize this sport as 
Indian Sport. 

Kung Fu Federation of India  

The Kung fu Federation of India is a national governing body of the Sports kung fu and tai chi 
organizations in India ,hereinafter known in its abbreviated form as “KFI,” The purpose of 
organizing a national governing body for kung fu and tai chi is to propagate nationwide 
traditional kung fu tenets and spirit.  The KFI promotes the traditional kung fu and tai chi 
countrywide as a unique team with unique rules and seeks to join the National & Olympic 
Games. The KFI seeks a unity, where all traditional kung fu and tai chi styles are free from any 
form of prejudice. 

All the traditional kung fu and tai chi organizations must be registered in the KFI and 
constitute their respective statutes in strict conformity with the principles of the KFI Rules and 
Regulations. The goal of the Kung Fu Federation of India is to protect the rights of the kung fu 
and tai chi organizations, seek their coordination and create peace and friendship. The KFI 
welcomes all kung fu and tai chi masters to unity and seeks their cooperation in the national , 
international events, world and continental competitions. The KFI promotes the principles of 
traditional kung fu, its philosophy, zen, development of techniques and ranking certification. 
The KFI observes the Olympic Movement Anti-Doping Code (“OMADC”) as prescribed by the 
IOC and other anti-doping codes relevant in preserving the intrinsic value of the spirit of sport.  

The KFI shall consult with and integrate, if necessary, the best practices and models of the IOC 
and other National Federations of the Olympic Movement, and other Organizations with regard 
to the administration of the sport of kung fu. The Rules and Regulations of the KFI is the 
fundamental and universal document upon which the administration of the sport of kung fu is 
based.  

 


